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BIOME CLUSTER AND LEYS

 

A convergence of leys, or radiance of leys, depending on one perspective, exists at the
center of the North American tectonic plate. These leys carry memories and destinies
through this center to and from the Biomes of the continent. These lines and circles
demonstrate a convergence of histories and memories that spin out as consequences
across the land. ALS sites (red stars) punctuate this map and  can be seen as armatures
cranking an engine of history and karmic consequences.

Expanding the rings from its center and doubling with each expansion creates a
harmonic radiance from the center of the North American Tectonic Plate. The next ring,
beyond illustrated, curves along the west coast of Mexico and California, encompassing
the whole of this tectonic plate. The secessive ring expansion draws a circle through
Hawaii and Western Europe. These expansions suggest that the collective unresolved
memories encompassed by these rings could potentially be resolved within the core of
the continent and the convergence of leys in New England. 

The preponderance of phi ratio based ley sequences radiating from and associated
with this center would imply that employing this sacred proportion could be utilized to
generate a morphogenetic field of health to organismic biology.  

See: Dr. Wayne London www.spirituacalculus.org for functional application


